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1500 /min

BRUSHLESS MOTOR

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY

SPEED

SMART CONTROL

DOUBLE REDUCTION

ACCELERATION CONTROL

Brushless motor
Torque motor with higher efficiency and 
smoother operation.

DOuble reduction gear system 
To provide a double gear output, the 
polisher allows low speed and high torque 
for heat sensitive surfaces. 

GENERAL FEATURES
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EASY GRIP
Ergonomic soft grip handle.
Ergonomic handle to optimise handling and 
reduce operator fatigue when polishing. 
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ERGONOMIC DESIGN
The machine can be precisely controlled and 
is always comfortable and safe to hold. The 
operator can polish at any angle and in any 
position with a constant good handling.
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5.0 
Ah

  W
ORKING TIME 

60-90
min.

    
 FULL CHARGE 

60
min.

AIRCOOL TECHNOLOGY
Battery packs and charger with Aircool tech-
nology have an integrated cooling channel, 
which keeps the battery pack and charger 
cool.

Lithium-ion battery
Robust power with long runtime

High quality battery core

Dual channel charger

A current of 6.5 A is supported for char-
ging, fully charged in 1 hour.

18V
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LOCKING SYSTEM
Accessible from the gearbox cover for easy 
replacement of the rear plate. 

Maximum smart control perfor-
mance

Constant speed output from digital control tech-
nology under load.
Smooth start-up. Reduces polishing compound 
splashes. Overload protection.
Protect the machine, extend the service life.
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Máximo rendimiento del control 
inteligente

Salida de velocidad constante de tecnología de 
control digital bajo carga
Arranque suave. Reduce las salpicaduras de com-
puesto de pulido. Protección de sobrecarga. 
proteger la máquina, prolongar la vida útil.

Dual speed regulation 
system

Pre-setting continuous speed:

Acceleration control:

1
2
3
4
5
6

Speed 1-2: Apply polish evenly to the 
surface.

Speed 3-4: Fast polishing

Speed 5-6: Gloss restoration.

Free and precise control in dynamic swit-
ching between high and low speed.
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CORDLESS ORBITAL
POLISHER

BPC 7121

Polisher bpc 7121
The polisher BPC 7121 is a cordless machine, 
it is designed and built for Lithium battery, 
professionally manufactured.
5.0 Ah battery not included.

BPC 7121

12 mm/15 mm/21 mm

3 inches/5 inches/6 inches

 4 inches/6 inches/7 inches

1,83 KG-2,14 KG

2000-5000 OPM

18 VDC

+4 °C a +40  °C
Back plate, Instructions for use

Model: 

Orbit Size: 

Back plate: 

Foam pad:

Weight:

Unloaded speed:

Voltage:

Recommended temperature: 

Accessories: 
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CORDLESS ORBITAL
POLISHER

BPC 7102

Polisher bpc 7102
The BPC 7102 rotary cordless polisher is professionally
designed and manufactured for 
polishing work in the automotive and industrial sectors. 
5.0 Ah battery not included.

BPC 7102

5 inches/6 inches

6 inches/7 inches

1.70KG, 1.73KG

700-1500/min

double reduction

M14

18VDC

+4 °C a +40  °C
 5'' back plate, side 

instrucciones de uso 

Model:

Backing plate: 

Foam pad: 

Weight: 

Unloaded speed:

Gear system: 

Output shaft:

Voltage: 18vdc

• Recommended temperature: 

Accessories:
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CORDLESS ROTARY
POLISHER

BPC 6012

Polisher bpc 6012
The polisher BPC 6012 is an eccentric battery polisher with 12 mm orbit, very ergonomic, light and easy 
to handle.
Its design allows to work comfortably in all areas of the vehicle with less fatigue and saturation to the 
operator.
Particularly effective due to its precise and smooth orbit, especially in precision work on dark colours to 
remove holograms. 2.5 Ah battery not included.

BPC 6012

Max. 123 mm. ( 5”)

Max. 150 mm. ( 6” )

1.60 Kg

500 - 1800/ min

18VDC

m14

5'' support plate, side handle, 

instructions for use.

• Model:

• Backing plate:

• Foam pad:

• Weight:

• Unloaded speed:

• Tension:

• Thread

• Accessories:
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Includes all accessories: (1, 2 and 3 inch plates, Foam pads,
Wool Pads, Microfiber Pads, Extension bars, Side Handle and Wrench).





KIT MICRO POLISHING EXTENSIBLE
Multi-accessory flexible shaft polishing tool kit, 
designed for detail polishing in polishing 
processes with a high possibility of access to 
difficult areas of the bodywork, e.g. door and 
interior trims.
Accessories: Foam pads, wool pads and cones. 
Recommended for rotary polishers.

ACCESSORIES 

3 mm

27 mm

4000 / min

Pad:

Pad max.:

Max. speed
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Flexible plates for polishers
Flexible and balanced plates for polishing 
processes in automotive refinishing. Their flexi-
ble edges are ideal for polishing vehicle 
contours of the vehicle where greater accessi-
bility is required. They are suitable for sponges 
and polishing pads.

Plate for bpc 7121 polisher
The Foam Plate 6" 150mm, for polisher BPC 7121 is especially important for the broken orbital system.
It is constructed of polyurethane foam with a very good mechanical strength to withstand lateral and 
rotational movements.
This plate in conjunction with our CRS conical polishing sponges preforms a gentle and comfortable 
polishing. The holes in the plate allow to keep the working area clean while promoting better cooling.
The plate is perfectly designed to obtain a perfect anchorage between the sponge and its base.

TOOLS & UTENSILS BAG 
Bag for storage and transport of tools 
and polishing utensils, such as 
polishers, plates, polishing pads and 
accessories. Available in two sizes.
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REFERENCIAS

1014-006021

1014-006040

1014-006060

1014-006010

1014-006011

1014-006012

1014-006065

1014-006066

1014-006067

1014-006068

1014-006069

2004-007095

2004-007096

1014-006019

2004-007075

2004-007076
 

POLISHER BPC 7121

POLISHER BPC 7102

POLISHER BPC 6012 (INCLUDING ACCESSORIES)

Dual Quick Charger

Lithium Battery 18VDC, 5.0 Ah

18VDC Lithium Battery, 2.5 Ah

Extendable Micro polishing kit

Yellow medium cut cone

Ultra fine cut red cone

Applicator kit 27 mm

Applicator kit 17 mm

FLEXIBLE POLISHING PLATE 5'' 125MM M14

FLEXIBLE POLISHING PLATE 6'' 150MM M14

6'' 150MM ROTO ORBITAL POLISHING PAD BPC 7121

SMALL TOOL AND UTENSIL BAG

LARGE TOOL AND UTENSIL BAG
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